• A reminder that the mandate for CBMP is
–to address the conservation of Arctic
biodiversity, and to communicate its findings to
the governments and residents of the Arctic,
helping to promote practices which ensure the
sustainability of the Arctic’s living resources
• This includes Monitoring, assessment, data
management, communication
• We are interested in how SAMBR helps address
or implement this mandate – made an initial
assessment through series of interviews with
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scientists and resource managers
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• Helped to think about steps in implementation
• The first step is outreach, in this case, generally
broadcasting availability of the report as broadly as
possible – make report available
• The next aspect is the application of report findings, in
other words how is the description of the Arctic and various
trends used .
• Finally, addressing data gaps includes acceptance of
picture painted and then efforts to fill data gaps identified in
the report
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Outreach important to let people know about report so
they can use it and also report back to the scientific
community that provided information.
Key Outreach Accomplishments:
1. Written report and key findings – both in print and
available digitally
2. Scientific meetings – AMSS and World Conference
and this Biodiversity forum
3. Direct contact – this is a specific effort we took in
the US to essentially survey users and those that
may contribute to data gaps so the resource
management community and the scientific
community
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• Direct use of findings in the report, such as the
projected trends and environmental characteristics
• Management agencies involved in evaluating
resource extraction and other environmental
impacts found report generally useful; helpful for
preparing background aspect of environmental
reviews
• In terms of using recommendations to specify
required studies; specific agency priorities override these recommendations
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•

Subset of Application of Report findings - As part of our interviews,
asked about the utility of the general advices provided to improve
monitoring.

•

The advices in general resonated with folks we talked with.

•

Specific Challenges were noted with the incorporation of
traditional knowledge; which is a complex issue. All agencies and
most researchers mentioned that they and their institutions strive
for inclusion with varying success. Many differing strategies are
employed and no single strategy stands out as universally
successful although strategies that focus on inclusion of
Traditional knowledge through partnership is recognized as an
important aspect Note lots of efforts to increase effectiveness of
communication both in presenting scientific information and in
collating and presenting traditional knowledge.

•

Another suite of challenges relates to data, both collection and
archival.

•

This comes under coordination – and highlights the need to
increase coordination between various monitoring efforts so that
data collection is comparable
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As a first check – the report did resonate with a wide variety of scientists – reflected
current state of knowledge.
Bringing scientists together and creating linkages provides a basis for future
collaborations – some examples include Lis at Seattle
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• A primary goal is to advocate for and seek active
incorporation of CBMP monitoring into existing monitoring
efforts as well as future ones (inclusion in overall program
guidance) This is an aspect that the US will be pursuing
• There is passive incorporation and this is related to
overlapping personnel – same people involved in CBMP
are also involved in regional monitoring efforts – for
example Norway has ecosystem based management
plans for Norwegian sea areas; common indicators
between ebm and CBMP; scientists same or well known
• Priorities are driven by funding sources (e.g. NSF; NPRB)
in some cases, there is overlap but not all (potential area
to explore)
• Advise is Circumpolar and large scale; many programs are
more site specific. To work up to regional level, need to
recognize diffs in scale and to develop standards for data
collection so information throughout region is comparable.
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Data standards
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Quick note that one outcome we hope for is to change the colors of these spots –
move from sporadic/none to good/moderate
This also provides a spotlight on regions that are truly data and information
deficient
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